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Car Wash Shampoo 

Rxsol car wash shampoo is a new and exciting silicon base 
product treated for the really tough cleaning problem faced on 
the proper maintenance of automobiles. our shampoo 
globules keep apart by mutual repulsion and are said to have 
been emulsified grease globules bearing dirt can be really 
washed wit water Silicon base cleaner repels dust and soil 
from returning for people who take shine to quality.

Active Matter :       68 - 72 %            
Dissolves  the cement  into  MUD.

Direct Spray / Dilution.

Directly Spray on HUNGRY SURFACE will not remove 
rubberized cement.

Biodegradable ,Non-hazardous, Non-fuming.

Safe for paint, chrome, aluminum, glass, rubber, plastic 
, brass & stainless.

Dissolves cured cement , concrete , mortar , 
grout,stucco Cleans aluminum

Also comes with a foaming spray nozzle.

The hardened concrete is saturated with Back-Set either 
with a brush or by spraying. After15-20 minutes, the area is 
again saturated with the chemical. The concrete typically 
begins to soften in 20-30 minutes, and can be rinsed off with 
water.

we have an assortment of car shampoo that enjoys 
extensive demand in the automobile industries. The 
shampoo is made of premium quality ingredients and 
hence, does not harm the paints and the metals of the car. 
gloss of the car is immediately restored after cleaning. These 
shampoos can be used for cleaning alloy rims and wheel 
covers also. Our range can also be used on all kinds of 
painted surfaces like scooters, refrigerators, painted doors 
and walls.
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RXSOL-41-4102-10 10 Ltr
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